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About Corporate Knights
•

Independent media and financial research
company, certified B Corp

•

Over a decade of experience performing
corporate sustainability ratings: Global 100
Most Sustainable Corporations in the World,
Newsweek Green Rankings, Sustainable
Stock Exchanges Ranking

•

Designed and developed
cleancapitalist.com, a global platform for
portfolio benchmarking and creation
according to sustainability factors

•

Assist financial industry initiatives that raise
awareness about climate risk, such as the
Montreal Carbon Pledge and act as
secretariat to the Council for Clean
Capitalism
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Time to build some new street lamps around ESG factors
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2020?
• Less metrics (deeper insights including asset level disclosure)
• More disclosure (from voluntary to mandatory)
• Better investing (fintech and future-fit/values-based passive investing)
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ESG Disclosure: current state of play

Source: Measuring Sustainability Disclosure—Ranking the World’s Stock, Exchanges (Corporate Knights, 2016)
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Disclosure rate of GHGs by large companies (n=4,469)
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Source: Measuring Sustainability Disclosure—Ranking the World’s Stock, Exchanges (Corporate Knights, 2016)
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Fund Report Cards
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Pension Tension: High cost of hanging onto high carbon stocks
Estimated pension fund losses incurred by pension funds of hanging
onto high carbon high stocks since 2012 in the:

United States: $474 billion
Globally: $757 billion
• Commodity cycle does not fully explain this.
• Energy transition is being felt.
*The starting value was $7.08 trillion for U.S. pension fund public equity holdings and $11.3 trillion for global pension
fund public equity holdings as sourced from Towers Watson. The analysis, estimated the potential financial impact had
U.S. and global pension funds shifted their investments from the most carbon heavy coal and oil companies to
companies that derive at least 20 percent of their revenues from green sources as verified by a credible third party.
From there, the total returns over a 42-month period starting on June 1, 2012, were calculated.
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Carbon Clean S&P 500
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Impact of switching clean for dirty:
3x returns + lower vol + higher sharpe

Methodology: To calculate the performance of the Carbon Underground 200 versus the Carbon Clean 200, a snapshot in time
analysis was used consisting of the current constituents of the Carbon Clean 200 and the most recent publicly available Carbon
Underground 200 (2015), equally weighted and re-balanced quarterly from March 1, 2006 to June 1, 2016. Returns were calculated
using Bloomberg monthly total return including gross dividends for each security. Rebalancing takes effect immediately after the
rebalancing date. The snapshot analysis introduces a survivorship bias, which applies to both lists, and most likely advantages the
9
Carbon Underground 200, given the number of bankruptcies experienced
during the energy/utilities sector crash in the recent past.
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Fintech meets ESG: Openinvest.co
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Regulators filling in the gap
•

FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

•

UK’s 2013 update of the Companies Act Made GHG disclosure mandatory
for listed

•

EU Directive on the disclosure of non-financial and diversity information

•

California Insurance Commissioner Dave requiring all insurance companies
to disclose annually their carbon-based investments including those in oil,
gas and coal

•

SEC Regulation S-K: an historic opportunity to establish a market standard
for the disclosure of sustainability-related information. The SEC is accepting
comments on this concept release until July 21st.

•

Article 173: France became the first country to introduce mandatory climate
change-related reporting for institutional investors requiring investors to
disclose how they address climate change-related risks, split into “physical”
and “transition” risks, and to assess and report on their contribution to
international efforts to cap global warming and to supporting France’s
“energy transition”
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